
 

 

 

NO FAIL METHOD TO PICK A WATERMELON 

 

Watermelon is my preferred dessert for a summer barbeque. They are low 

maintenance, easy to transport, refreshing, juicy and sweet. As a dessert, watermelons 

also have an incredibly low glycemic load of approximately 4, per 100g serving. But 

knowing when they are ready to pick from the vine or how to choose them from the 

market can be challenging.  

Here are my no-fail exercises you can practice at home and techniques that can be 

utilized on a watermelon to ensure your next one has reached peak ripeness! 

 

 1 Seedless or seeded watermelon (30 pounds)  

 1 Bottle (one liter or larger, preferably one gallon) * full of still water; do not use 

sparkling since it is pressurized and thus will not vibrate/reverberate as well.   

 1 Bag of flour or a loaf of bread  

 

 

* You can also use a filled water balloon. 

 

Method: 

 

1. Pat the melon – You’ve seen people thumping watermelons, listening for a certain 

pitch or tone to determine the water content of the melon. Forget that…. listening is 

too error prone.  

 

First, thumping/wrapping/knocking/flicking to objectively measure a tone is 

ineffective.  

 

Second, in practice, listening for tone is fraught with confounding variables when 

measuring for water content. But that is not to say water content cannot be 

determined from hitting the melon.   

 

The objective of hitting the melon is to feel (not hear) for the water content.  

 

Exercise 1. Take a large, full bottle of water and lightly hold the bottle by its cap 

or spout. Now pat the bottle along its middle. Repeatedly pat, like 

you’re patting a small child on their back. Feel the reverberation of the 

water come back at your patting hand. That’s what high water content 

feels like.  

Take Away: Feel for high water content. Calibrate your sense to that 

from patting a container of water.  



 

 

 

 

Exercise 2. Now firmly grip the bottle by its base, and pat again. Do you feel 

how too much surface contact on the melon can dampen the 

reverberation you feel from patting? 

Take Away: When patting a melon, place the melon in a way where 

you minimize its surface area contact with anything else.  

 

 

Exercise 3. Repeat Exercise 1 with a sack of flour or loaf of bread. These 

objects lacks water, and will reverberate similarly to how a mealy-

textured, over-ripe watermelon would reverberate.  

Take Away: Patting a low-water content watermelon will feel dull, 

muted and dampened. 

 

 

The feel of the reverberation is a spectrum with fully loaded with water (patting the 

water bottle) on one extreme to dry and mealy (patting a sack of flour) on the other. 

The watermelons that reverberate more similarly to a bottle of water will be juicier.  

 

Next, we want to make sure that the juicy melon is also sweet. 

 

2. Look for markers of ripeness - Watermelons are non-climacteric, meaning that 

they do not continue to ripen once picked. As a watermelon matures to reach peak 

ripeness, it gets larger, heavier, and the area touching the ground, that is not 

exposed to the sun, fails to green, and then eventually yellows. After its peak, the 

melon begins to lose water and continues to lighten in color and yellow from its 

ground spot.  

 

“Patting the melon” for water content greatly reduces the chances of picking an over-

ripe or underdeveloped watermelon. To avoid melons that are simultaneously fully 

developed but underripe, we evaluate two metrics.    

 

    Technique 1       Find where the watermelon sat on the ground as it grew. Neither 

the size nor the location of the ‘ground spot’ matters, it just needs to 

exist. The ground spot should be a light-colored patch anywhere from 

white to yellow in tint.  Choose a watermelon with a yellow ground 

spot. Not white. And definitely not greenish.  

 

Watermelons that have not spent enough time ripening in the sun, will 

not have had enough time for a ‘ground spot’ to develop. The area of 

rind sheltered from the sun will start off as light green, whiten, and then 

progressively darken in shades of yellow.  

 



 

 

 

 

Take Away: Choose as yellow of a patch as possible without 

sacrificing a crisp, watery reverberation. 

 

 

      Technique 2      Some watermelon varieties have striping and rind colors that make 

it difficult to discern the color tone of the ground spot. In this case, 

ripeness can also be evaluated by pressing on the flowered end (the 

end with the smaller nib) as opposed to the stem-end of the 

watermelon.  

 

The watermelon begins ripening and softening from the flowering end 

toward the stem. Press firmly on the flowering end, it should yield 

slightly. If it does not yield at all and feels as if you’re pressing into a 

table – then the melon is under-ripe. 

  

Take Away: If you cannot make a clear determination based on the 

ground spot color, press the flowering-end of the melon and choose 

one that yields slightly under firm pressure. 


